User consultation on increased flexibility in the timing of the examination process – introduction of a postponed examination system

The Office hereby invites stakeholders to take part in an online consultation on the possibility of allowing more flexibility in the timing of the examination process by offering means to postpone the examination of European patent applications.

Since the launch of the Early Certainty initiative in 2014, the Office has significantly reduced the length of the patent grant procedure. Applicants and the public at large have generally welcomed the faster processing of applications, as it provides information on the scope of patent protection at an earlier stage.

At the same time it has also been argued that in some instances applicants might need more time before the grant of a patent. In view of this, in autumn 2017 the Office presented a proposal for User-Driven Early Certainty, allowing applicants to postpone the start of substantive examination by a maximum of three years.

The EPO is committed to supporting innovation across all technical fields and to taking the interests of all stakeholders of the European patent system into account. In line with the established practice of engaging with users to enhance the quality and effectiveness of the EPO’s processes and services, user feedback plays a key role in the EPO’s activities.

The primary objective of this consultation is to receive the views of all stakeholders on the introduction of a postponed examination scheme in the European patent grant procedure, the advantages and drawbacks this could have for users and the public in general, and its potential economic and business impact.

The Office is further interested in collecting input on the different conceivable options and features for implementing such a procedural mechanism. These options and features are not to be understood as exhaustive, and participants are expressly invited to propose further measures.

To facilitate the processing of responses, you will be requested to comment on each option. You will be asked first to indicate your degree of support for the measure/statement in general and answer a number of detailed questions, and then to give the reasons for your answers in the box provided.

This online consultation will remain open until 11 January 2019.

Thank you very much for taking part.

For statistical purposes, please identify your user profile:

() European patent attorney
() Other patent attorney
() Patent professional (in-house patent agent)
() Association of patent professionals
() User group
() User from industry/a company
In this case, please specify which industry
() Other
I. Need for more flexibility in the timing of examination

Question 1: Would you be in favour of a procedural option for postponing examination of a European patent application and, if so, could you explain why?

( ) Yes

( ) No

( ) No answer

Comments/reasons/examples:


Question 2: In your view, would a postponed examination system benefit the European patent system? Could you explain why?

( ) Yes

( ) No

( ) No answer

Comments/reasons/examples:


Question 3: In your view, what might be the economic and business impact of a postponed examination system?

Comments/reasons/examples:


Question 4: In your view, would such a system influence applicants'/patentees’ behaviour in filing patent applications or enforcing patents and, if so, how?

( ) Yes

( ) No

( ) No answer

Comments/reasons/examples:


Question 5: In your view, would such a system benefit the public at large?

() Yes  
() No  
() No answer  
Comments/reasons/examples:

Question 6: Would such a system have an impact on competitors' behaviour?

() Yes  
() No  
() No answer  
Comments/reasons/examples:

II. Possible features of a postponed examination system

Question 7: Should all European and Euro-PCT applications be eligible for postponed examination? If so, why? If not, please indicate what limitations on eligibility could be envisaged.

() Yes  
() No  
() No answer  
Comments/reasons:

Question 8: Which postponement option would you consider the most suitable?

() Prolonged time limit for requesting examination  
() Procedural option for postponing the start of substantive examination  
() Other (e.g. postponed search, postponed decision to grant; please specify)  
() No answer  
Comments/reasons:
Question 9: How should the postponement of examination be activated?

() By filing a request

() By filing a request and paying a fee (in this case, please indicate why)

() Other (please specify)

() No answer

Comments/reasons:

Question 10: Depending on your reply to the previous question, when should a request for postponed examination be filed?

For Euro-direct applications:

() When filing the application

() Within the time limits for requesting/confirming examination (Rule 70 EPC) or replying to the preliminary opinion on patentability (Rule 70a EPC)

() Other (please specify)

() No answer

For Euro-PCT applications:

() On entry into the European phase

() Within the time limits for requesting/confirming examination (Rule 70 EPC) or replying to the preliminary opinion on patentability (Rules 70a and 161 EPC)

() Other (please specify)

() No answer

Comments/reasons:

Question 11: What would be the appropriate starting point for a postponement period?

() Date of filing

() Priority date
Publication of the search report

Expiration of the time limit for requesting/confirming examination (Rule 70 EPC)

Different starting point depending on the type of application (Euro-direct, Euro-PCT, divisional)

Other (please specify)

No answer

Comments/reasons:

Question 12: What should be the maximum length of the postponement period?

3 years

5 years

7 years

Different maximum period depending on the type of application (Euro-direct, Euro-PCT, divisional)

Other (please specify)

No answer

Comments/reasons:

Question 13: Should the fulfilment of any of the following requirements under the EPC be postponed until the start of examination and, if so, why?

Filing a mandatory response to the extended European search report (Rule 70a EPC) or to the international search opinion/international preliminary report on patentability drawn up by the EPO (Rule 161(1) EPC)

Requesting examination and paying the examination fee

Paying the designation, extension and validation fees, as applicable

Other (please specify)

No answer

Comments/reasons:
III. Third-party activation mechanism

Question 14: Should third parties be allowed to trigger the start of examination?
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) No answer
Comments/reasons:


Question 15: How should a third party trigger the start of examination?
( ) By filing an explicit request
( ) By filing observations concerning the patentability of the invention to which the application relates (Article 115 EPC)
( ) Other (please specify)
( ) No answer
Comments/reasons:


Question 16: What further requirements should be attached to the third-party activation mechanism?
( ) Disclosing the identity of the third party
( ) Showing a legitimate interest in the outcome of the proceedings
( ) Paying a fee (if so, please specify which fee)
( ) Other (please specify)
( ) No answer
Comments/reasons:


IV. Office activation mechanism in a postponed examination scheme

Question 17: Should the Office be able to start examination *ex officio* at any time?
( ) Yes
Question 18: In which of the following situations should the Office be allowed to start examination *ex officio*?

- Workload in the technical field concerned
- Progress in the examination of related applications (parent, divisional, family member)
- Special circumstances
- Other (please specify)
- No answer

Comments/reasons:

V. Other suggestions

Question 19: Do you have any other suggestions for giving applicants greater control over the speed of the examination process?

Comments/reasons/examples:

Question 20: Would you be in favour of procedural options for further reducing the pendency of a European patent application? If so, please specify.

- Yes
- No
- No answer

Comments/reasons/examples: